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The last sentence was emphasized with an especially heavy tone. Her lowered eyelashes were also 
trembling. It was unclear if she was speaking to Shen Qiongzhi or herself. 
 
Shen Qiongzhi was probably frightened by her tone and didn’t dare to continue on this topic. She 
chatted a little more with Qiao Chen about studying abroad and Qiao Chen answered her doubts. 
 
Finally, Shen Qiongzhi hung up. 
 
After hanging up the call, the gentle expression on Qiao Yan’s face gradually disappeared, and she 
became cold and tough. 
 
Outside the door, the Shen family’s servants were knocking on the door and telling her that Shen 
Jingyan wanted her to go down. 
 
Qiao Chen only responded with a single word and said that she would go down immediately. 
 
After the footsteps of the servants outside gradually faded, she was not in a hurry to go downstairs. 
Instead, she walked to the desk, dragged out a chair, and slowly booted up the pink laptop. 
 
The page was still on the forum of First High School. 
 
However, she received a new message in her notifications —”Hello, the content you posted has been 
deleted.” 
 
Qiao Chen’s eyes turned cold as she crossed her arms over her chest. She calmly looked at the notice 
and snorted, not surprised at all. 
 
She had never thought that First High School’s forum would keep her thread. 
 
That was not her goal. 
 
On the contrary, she wanted them to delete it. 
 
Qiao Chen slowly logged onto Weibo. 
 
Ever since she was called out by Zhui Guang for plagiarism the last time, she often received all sorts of 
insults on Weibo. It was no different when she logged in this time. 
 
As soon as she logged into her account, the notification bubble revealed 99+ new mentions and private 
messages. She didn’t read any of them. 
 
She searched Qiao Nian’s name. 
 



She scrolled through the huge pile of Weibo posts. As expected, she found a Weibo post that had a 
screenshot of the exposed posts on First High School’s forum. The poster should be a student from First 
High School. Attached to the screenshot was a caption that read, “Is this referring to Senior Qiao Nian?” 
 
The corners of her lips curled up as a mocking glint flashed across her eyes. She was in no hurry to do 
anything. Instead, she sat on the chair and clicked on the screenshot. After admiring the content, she 
turned around and bought a business account through an overseas domain name. 
 
Before she turned off her laptop and went downstairs, she unintentionally saw a new topic on the 
trending list. 
 
# Tian Siqi was chased out of the SEVEN show venue midway # 
 
Her fingers paused for a second. She thought about who Tian Siqi was. Remembering that she was a 
young star in the entertainment circle who had been in the limelight recently, she lost interest. 
 
She felt uncomfortable seeing the trending topic, especially when she thought of the Cheng Feng 
Corporation behind SEVEN, as well as the relationship between Yuan Yongqin and Qiao Nian. 
 
Not clicking on it, she switched off the laptop. 
 
She then composed herself and went downstairs to discuss the matter of going abroad with Shen 
Jingyan and Wei Ling happily. 
 
It was already set in stone that she would go overseas to study. This time, Steven had put in a lot of 
effort and successfully helped her secure a spot at Curtis Institute of Music. 
 
Curtis Institute of Music was considered a hallowed-level music academy with extremely strong 
professionalism in the music industry. If she studied there, it wouldn’t be any inferior to Qing University. 
 
Moreover, Curtis Institute was her teacher’s territory. She could interact more with the circles outside 
Beijing. When she became famous outside, she believed that she would easily be able to integrate with 
the Beijing circle when she came back. 
 
Qiao Chen’s eyes darkened and her fingers tightened unconsciously. 
 
If it was possible, she would definitely not be willing to leave her hometown and develop herself 
outside. However, if she continued to stay in Beijing, she would only be suffocated by Qiao Nian. 


